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ENG For doors and frames

Advanced entrance technology

FRIENDLY

FRIENDLY

Automations that
make life easier



For doors and framesAutomations that make life easier 

Being able to move or travel from the home or
the office does not necessarily involve using the
internet or a TV.

The first “journey” taken by man stems from his
relation with the surrounding world – hence the
essential role of architecture, whether it relates
to residential, commercial, tertiary or industrial
buildings.

DITEC automations for doors and frames allow
better planning of living areas and environments,
making them suitable for a wider number of
people and meeting all the requirements relating
to better comfort, safety and accessibility,
especially for the most vulnerable.

Automating doors and frames does not just
improve the overall architectural look of a
building, but can also give it a new prospective
by ensuring that both able and less able people
can use it without any physical or psychological
barrier, throughout all the stages of their life.

Friendly 
automations

Easy to install even on pre-existing frames

DITEC automations make living areas more
comfortable and practical to live in, and are truly
helpful for older or less fortunate people.

For them, lift, entrance and bedroom doors and
external frames often represent major hurdles.
DITEC is able to offer suitable automations to
address these issues.

They are easy to install automations, both
mechanically and electrically, even when fitted
onto existing frames. They do not require any
special maintenance and are unobtrusive. Safety
is assured by a very low voltage power supply 
(12 V - see the technical specifications on each
model) and by being fitted with DITEC genuine
control, monitoring and safety systems.

More comfort in your living
areas, more freedom in your life

PUSH AND GO

LOW ENERGY

FRIENDLYFRIENDLY



Even a pushchair or several bags can reduce mobility

For doors and framesAutomations that make life easier 

The pantry and the walk-in wardrobe. Much easier to enter without manually opening the door



The practical and time-saving automation Adds more class and value to your offices 

The lift becomes easier to use Open and close the shutters without going outside or,
in case of bad weather, without opening the windows

For doors and framesAutomations that make life easier 



A full range to meet 
all requirements

Olly C
For up to 40 kg sliding doors and frames.

Olly E
For up to 80 kg sliding wings.

Dok E
For up to 250 kg sliding wings.

Dok M
For sliding doors and frames with 
up to 100 kg wing.

Civik
For up to 60 kg sliding doors. 
Motor complete with sliding guide, with
microprocessor based control panel and encoder.

Radius
For swing shutters.

Sprint
For swing doors.
Compact yet effective.

Wel
For swing doors.
New, sturdy and complete. 
Also suitable for fireproof doors.

For doors and framesAutomations that make life easier 
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When building the system, only use DITEC accessories and safety
devices.
DITEC automations all feature CE marking and are designed and
built in compliance with the safety requirements of the Machinery
Directive (2006/42/EC), of the Electromagnetic Compatibility
Directive (2004/108/EC) and of the Low Voltage Directive
(2006/95/EC) and of other Directives, laws, specific standards for
special products and situations.
DITEC S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes which may
improve the products. DITEC S.p.A. always strives to improve its
products. For this reason, the technical details featured in this
catalogue are not binding.
The pictures shown in this leaflet were taken with the consent
of those concerned or in public locations.
Further information can be found in the Technical Manuals
available at the website: www.ditec.it
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Automation accessories

The wide range of DITEC accessories offers access system fitted with several types of control and monitoring devices.

Activation radar Safety photocells Control buttons

Opening sensors Control systems

Active infrared barriers


